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TWS Edifier W100T headphones (black)
With  the  Edifier  W100T headphones  you will  fall  in  love  with  your  favourite  songs  all  over  again.  The headphones  have 13-millimetre
dynamic drivers that are responsible for fantastic sound quality. The built-in microphones combined with noise cancellation will allow you
to talk freely on the phone even in crowded places. They offer a game mode and last up to 7 hours on a single charge. The ergonomic,
lightweight and compact design of the headphones guarantees dreamlike comfort.
 
Let your music sound like never before
Get carried away by the sounds of your favourite songs with Edifier. The large, dynamic 13 mm drivers provide a wide soundstage and
balanced sound. The headphones will wow you with powerful and deep bass and clear sound with the smallest details. Now you can feel
like you're at a real concert of your favourite band, without leaving your room!
 
Clear conversations in all conditions
Do you travel  a lot  on public  transport? Or do you want to talk  freely on the phone while shopping in a crowded shopping mall?  Now
nothing can stop you from talking!  The Edifier  W100T features high-quality  microphones that  capture your  every word with precision.
They also use advanced noise-cancelling technology to effectively eliminate outside noise and further amplify your voice and improve
clarity.
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Fast and stable signal transmission
Edifier headphones support innovative Bluetooth 5.1 technology, which offers a fast, stable and reliable connection to the device of your
choice with a range of up to 10 metres. What's more, each headphone connects to your device independently, so you can easily use both
at once or just one - the choice is yours!
 
For gaming enthusiasts
Edifier did not forget the needs of gamers when developing the W100T headphones either! A special gaming mode guarantees extremely
low latency, allowing you to enjoy perfect image-sound synchronisation. So you can easily hear your opponent's footsteps and anticipate
their movement, securing your next victory!
 
Just one touch
No longer do you have to reach for your phone every time to change a song! The Edifier W100T headphones have built-in touch panels
that make it easy for you to access the most important functions. You can use them to control your music player, skip songs or manage
calls.  What's  more,  the  headphones  are  compatible  with  the  intelligent  voice  assistant  -  just  hold  the  headphone  down  for  about  3
seconds to activate it!
 
Lightweight and compact
The headphones have been designed for maximum comfort. The carefully designed construction of the headphones ensures that they fit
perfectly in the ears and do not fall  out. Their ergonomic design ensures dreamlike comfort even during prolonged use. They are also
IP54 waterproof - so you can easily use them during an intense workout or a walk on a rainy day without worrying about damaging them.
 
Up to 28 hours of operation
Worried about your headphones unexpectedly running down during a workout at the gym or a long journey? Don't be! The W100T can
run continuously for up to 7 hours. You'll also find a charging case included to extend their runtime to up to 28 hours.
 
Included
headphones
charging case
USB charging cable
user manual
Manufacturer
Edifier
Model
W100T
Colour
Black
Bluetooth version
5.1
Transmission range
10 m
Bluetooth protocols
HFP / A2DP / AVRCP
Audio codec
SBC
Transducers
13 mm
Impedance
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32Ω
Frequency response
20Hz~20kHz
SPL
94±3dB
Microphone sensitivity
-38±1dB
Operating time
approx. 7 hours 
approx. 28 hours (with charging case)
Battery capacity
37 mAh (headphones) 
350 mAh (charging case)
Charging interface
USB-C
Input
DC 5V 200mA (headphones) 
DC 5V/1A (charging case)
Water resistance
IP54

Preço:

€ 23.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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